
USED VEHICLE QUESTIONNAIRE If relevant, please explain.
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Has this vehicle been in any accidents 
and/or had any major repairs done? 

Does this vehicle have a salvage/rebuilt title? 

Does this vehicle have any engine issues? 
Is there any engine noise above what is normal? 

Does this vehicle have any transmission issues? 
Does it have any problems shifting/accelerating?

Does this vehicle have a weak/bad battery? 
Does it have difficulty starting or staying running?

Has this vehicle had any water/flood damage?

Does the air conditioning work? 

Does this vehicle have electrical/computer issues?

Are there any issues with the 
suspension (shocks, struts, etc.)?

Are there any cracks or chips in the windows?

Are there spots/areas of rust on the body?

Do any of the tires leak air? Are any of the 
tires in poor shape (should be replaced)?

Do all locks and windows function properly? 

Does the interior have any odor (smoke, pet, etc.)?

Do the brakes have any issues?
Do they need to be replaced soon?

Does this vehicle have 4WD? If so, does it work?

Are there any dashboard/indicator lights on?

Has this vehicle had any damage to the frame?

Does the heater work? 

Does the exhaust system have any issues?

Has this vehicle been repainted/touched up at all?

Is the frame of the vehicle significantly rusty?

Do all doors (and the trunk) open/close properly?

Does the interior have any holes, tears, or stains?

Are there any issues with the vehicle's steering?
Does is it pull to the right or left?

Are you aware of any recalls for this vehicle?

Are there any other issues with this vehicle that were 
not covered in the preceding questions?

If I, the consignor of this vehicle, have knowingly (or unknowingly) withheld important 
information from the description of this vehicle, I am aware that it may be refused or 
returned (at the discretion of Albrecht Auction). By signing this questionnaire, I am 
affirming that I have been completely forthcoming in the description of this vehicle, 
and I understand/agree to the consequences of withholding information - namely, that 
I may not be compensated for the vehicle and may be restricted from relisting it.

Signature___________________________________ Date__________________

Is this vehicle leaking any fluids?

YES (Y) or 
NO (N)


